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"I want to do cutting, please" Maya asked. "Sure, lets find some paper for you to cut" Lorina replied.
"and glue for paper" Maya commented. Maya sat at the table and picked up the scissors with her
right hand. She put her thumb through the top hole of the scissors and index and middle finger
through the bottom hole. Maya held the paper with her left hand and began cutting with her right.
"Paper falling" Maya said. "Hold the paper closer" Lorina commented. Maya began cutting again.
She cut a piece from the paper "Yay, I did it, good job" Maya said with a smile. "Glue time" Maya
used the glue to stick the pieces of paper she had cut onto the paper, "So, pretty" Maya said.

Through this experience it is evident that Maya manipulates equipment and manages tools
(scissors) with increasing competence and skills (3.2.7) - "She put her thumb through the top hole of
the scissors and index and middle finger through the bottom hole". Maya celebrates and shares her
contributions and achievements with others (1.3.8) - "Yay, I did it, good job" and she follows and
extends upon her own interests with enthusiasm, energy and concentration (4.1.4) - "Glue time...
Maya used the glue to stick the pieces of paper she had cut onto the paper".

Continue to provide opportunities for Maya to practice and develop her cutting skills. Give her a
range of mediums to use for cutting such as newspapers, play-dough, magazines etc.

✔

Through the observation above it shows that
Gardner's theory of multiple intelligence links to
Maya's learning and interests. Maya has shown that
she is good at cutting and enjoys this task. She will
continue to develop her and build upon these skills
in cutting as I provide more opportunities to her so
she can practice.
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